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TV VIEWING LEVELS STABLE DURING SUMMER MONTHS
MORE ‘LIVE’ VIEWING DURING WARMER MONTHS
  With due respect to caddies and lifeguards, it’s television 
— not the golf course or the beach — that rules during the 
summer. In fact, a new report from the Video Advertising 
Bureau shows just how remarkably stable viewing is, even 
during the warm weather months.
  The VAB’s analysis of Nielsen data shows 95 percent of 
U.S. households watched ad-supported television, including 
cable and broadcast, during June 2018. That’s the same as 
TV’s monthly reach during February through 
May. And when the temperatures really rise 
and most of the big TV shows go on summer 
hiatus, people do what you’d expect: they 
watch something else.
  The Nielsen data shows in July and August, 
the reach numbers dipped just one point to 94 percent and 
popped right back to 95 percent when the new TV season 
began last September. (See the numbers HERE.) Also 
worth noting is January. That’s the month when things move 
in the other direction and TV’s reach jumps to 96 percent, 
thanks in part to winter weather keeping viewers indoors. 
As for summer, the VAB’s analysis shows the 13-17 and 
18-24 demos had a slightly bigger drop-off. TV’s reach 
among those age groups slipped 3 percent during June-
September versus a 2 percent decrease among 25-34 and 
35- to 49-year-olds.
  “On average, monthly time spent with ad-supported TV at 
the household level is only 4 percent lower during summer 
months,” the VAB report says. It shows the typical household 
spent 194 hours with TV last June and 197 hours last July 
and August. While there are month-to-month fluctuations 
based on big events like the Super Bowl or the Oscars, 
that’s about 10 hours less across a month versus the year-
long average.
  The Nielsen data once again shows last January was the 
peak month, with the typical household logging 229 hours of 
TV viewing. Viewing time also increases during the summer 
holidays. (See the data HERE.) And in an unexpected twist, 
the report also reveals that slightly more TV is watched “live” 
during the summer months. In June-August, 90 percent of 
TV viewing is “live” versus 89 percent in most other months 
of the year. The VAB says its analysis also shows summer 
primetime TV co-viewing levels are also comparable to non-
summer months.
  One reason TV viewing remains strong is it’s getting easier 
to watch on mobile devices. The VAB dug into Comscore 
data, and it reports that between 2017 and 2018 there was 
a 5 percent increase in mobile reach for TV brands among 
those 18+. While the biggest gains were among younger 
viewers, the data shows even among those 18-49, the year-
to-year mobile reach during summer rose 2 percent. And 
among those 50+, mobile viewing jumped 11 percent.
  “Continued growth in both unique reach and average
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ADVERTISER NEWS
  PepsiCo posted second-quarter revenues and earnings 
that topped expectations as the company benefitted from 
consumers’ appetite for healthier snacks and beverages, 
CNBC reports. Organic revenues for PepsiCo rose 2.2 
percent in the quarter, while earnings per share were 
four cents higher than the consensus among analysts... 
BMW’s first electric Mini will hit the streets by the end of 
the year, targeting urban buyers and giving the German 

manufacturer more ammunition to compete 
with Volkswagen’s ID.3 hatchback and Tesla’s 
Model 3. AdAge says the $36,400 car adds an 
electric motor and battery to the existing three-
door Mini Cooper SE, which was developed 
with a battery version in mind, the Munich-based 

car maker says... Starbucks’ new Tie-Dye Frappuccino will 
go on sale at the chain’s U.S. shops today and be available 
for five days or fewer, depending on supplies. Business 
Insider says the drink follows other colorful beverages from 
the chain, including the Unicorn Frappuccino and the Witch’s 
Brew Frappuccino... European fast-fashion retailer Primark 
will open its first store in the U.S. midwest, in a three-story 
former Gap location on Chicago’s State Street, the Chicago 
Tribune reports. Primark, known for its $15 jeans and 
other low-priced pieces, has 372 stores in 12 countries, 
including nine in the United States... Online marketplace 
Etsy says it’s providing sellers with tools and support to 
encourage them to offer free shipping on all orders of $35 
or more, RetailDive reports. To further incentivize sellers, 
beginning July 30, Etsy says it will give priority placement in 
U.S. search results to merchants who adopt free shipping. 
The company said beginning in September it will actively 
market free shipping to buyers... Burger King says it plans 
to sell $1 tacos nationwide for a limited time. The number of 
tacos sold at fast food restaurants grew 4 percent this year, 
to 1.4 billion servings, according to data from NPD Group 
for the year ending in May. The Crispy Taco includes beef, 
cheddar cheese, lettuce and sauce in a tortilla. Tacos had 
briefly been on the burger chain’s menu in 2010... Sam’s 
Club has rolled out its Same Day Club Pickup service to 
its 589 locations nationwide, Supermarket News reports. 
The Walmart warehouse club chain says all members who 
place orders for groceries, general merchandise and other 
products through SamsClub.com or the Sam’s Club mobile 
app can now pick up their orders the same day. The service 
had been piloted at select clubs for about a year. Same Day 
Club Pickup is free. Orders can be picked up within four 
hours or less and are limited to 15 items... Hyundai expects 
to enter the U.S. pickup market soon with what’s likely to 
be an American-made vehicle aimed at luring buyers who 
aren’t traditional truck owners, an executive says. “It’ll be a 
very versatile vehicle,” Michael O’Brien, vice president of 
product, corporate and digital planning for Hyundai’s U.S. 
unit, tells Bloomberg. “That has the promise of creating a 
whole new class of buyers.”
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BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPENDING SET TO RISE 9%
  This year’s back-to-school season will be longer than ever 
and more lucrative for retailers, with 63 percent of parents 
on track to start their shopping this month, and some even 
having begun last month, according to a report.
  Parents plan to spend an average of $507 per household 
during the season, up 9 percent over the $465 they spent 
last year, according to the report, by digital-retail-coupon 
provider RetailMeNot.
  A big reason for the earlier start date is Amazon.com’s 
July 15-16 Prime Day event, which will see the participation 
of some 250 retailers, and about 65 percent of parents 

shopping, according to RetailMeNot.
  “Prime Day has morphed into something 
bigger than just a big sales day for 
Amazon,” according to the report. “It 
has become a new holiday for the retail 
industry, with deals and offers from 
several hundred retailers who are looking 
to increase sales.”
  Despite starting earlier this year, the 
season will remain in full swing through 
August, with anticipated consumer 
spending in stores at about 20 percent 
higher versus the rest of the year, the 
report notes.

BIG PHARMA WINS RULING ON DRUG PRICES
  A federal judge has ruled that the Trump administration can’t 
force pharmaceutical companies to disclose the list price of 
their drugs in television ads, dealing a blow to one of the 
president’s most visible efforts to pressure drug companies 
to lower their prices, The New York Times reports.
  Judge Amit P. Mehta, of the U.S. District Court in the 
District of Columbia, ruled that the Department of Health 
and Human Services exceeded its regulatory authority 
by seeking to require all drugmakers to include in their TV 
commercials the list price of any drug that costs more than 
$35 a month. The rule was to take effect this week.
 Merck, Eli Lilly and Amgen had sued to block the 
television-ad rule in June, arguing that forcing companies to 
disclose their list prices was beyond the reach of the federal 
government as well as a violation of the First Amendment.

TV VIEWING STABLE DURING SUMMER MONTHS
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usage has led to double-digit growth in total minutes pent 
on ad-supported TV-branded mobile platforms during the 
summer,” the VAB report says.
  How big? Comscore data shows a 17 percent increase 
among those 18+ and an 11 percent increase among those 
18-49. And combined with on-air, there’s little doubt which 
kind of media rules summer. “In any given minute during the 
summer, the combined multiscreen TV P18+ audience is, 
on average, 13 times larger than Facebook and six times 
larger than YouTube,” the report says.
  It notes that even among Millennials, TV’s multiscreen 
audience during the summer is six times bigger than 
Facebook and 60 percent larger than YouTube. TV 
also represents 51 percent of the total Millennial video 
consumption during the summer. “In any given minute, the 
Millennial TV audience is larger than the Millennial audience 
for any other audio or video platform,” the analysis says.
  The VAB’s full Summer Forecast: Heating Up with 
Premium Multiscreen Video report can be accessed 
HERE.
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CABLENET CHATTER
  Patrick Swayze’s life and legacy will be remembered in an 
upcoming documentary to air on Paramount Network, titled 
I Am Patrick Swayze. The film will explore the late actor’s 
childhood in Texas, his road to fame, and his relationship with 
widow Lisa Niemi. I Am Patrick Swayze will air on Swayze’s 
birthday, Sunday, Aug. 18 at 9 PM (ET/PT).

KROGER TOPS BY SALES, AFTER WALMART
  Everyone knows which traditional retailer is the world’s 
largest in terms of sales, but No. 2 on the list might come as 
a surprise to some, the International Council of Shopping 
Centers says.
  Grocery retailer Kroger generated 
some $119.7 billion in sales in 2018 — 
well behind Walmart’s $387.7 billion, 
but higher than any other brick-and-
mortar retailer, according to research firm 
Kantar, which compiled the annual Top 
100 Retailers list for the National Retail 
Federation’s Stores magazine. Walmart 
had 5,263 stores operating at the end of 
2018, while Kroger had 3,035.
  What makes Kroger’s high placement 
so impressive is that it is a niche retailer, 
confining itself mainly to groceries.
  Apart from the mainly brick-and-mortar retail side, non-
traditional omnichannel retailer Amazon.com came in 
behind Walmart — albeit at quite a gap — with upwards of 
$120.9 billion in sales last year. Amazon had 490 stores at 
the end of 2018, according to the list.
  Costco, Walgreens and The Home Depot occupied the 
fourth, fifth and sixth spots, respectively.

MEXICAN-MADE AUTOS ARE ROLLING INTO U.S.
  Mexican factories sent 1.37 million vehicles north of the 
U.S. border during the first half of this year — making up 
16.3 percent of the U.S. auto market, according to Mexican 
auto industry trade group, the Asociacion Mexicana de la 
Industria Automotriz.
  That’s up 13 percent over the same time last year and 
setting up 2019 for another record-breaking year for Mexican 
auto imports. A record 2.6 million vehicles were imported 
from Mexico to the U.S. in 2018, making up 15 percent of the 
U.S. auto market, according to the Mexican auto industry’s 
latest report.
  In June alone, automakers exported just under 250,000 
new cars, trucks and SUVs to the U.S., an increase of 9.2 
percent compared with the same month last year.

SMART SPEAKER SHOPPING GAINS TRACTION
  Research firm eMarketer says shopping on smart speakers 
is gaining popularity faster than it expected, and it’s raised its 
latest forecast for smart speaker use.
  It now expects 31 million people in the U.S. to shop via a 
smart speaker this year, up 31.6 percent from 2018. By 2021, 
eMarketer expects that figure to climb to 38 million as more 
than four in 10 U.S. smart speaker users look to the devices 
for their shopping capabilities.
  Comparatively, 21 million people will make at least one 
purchase via smart speaker this year, eMarketer estimates.

George Wallace

I grew up so poor, we 
could only listen to 
Simon or Garfunkel.
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